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Abstract 
Afterdepolarisations are associated with arrhythmias in the heart, but are difficult to 

study experimentally. In this study we used a simplified computational model of 1D 

and 2D cardiac ventricular tissue, where we could control the size of the region 

generating afterdepolarisations, as well as the properties of the afterdepolarisation 

waveform. Provided the size of the afterdepolarisation region was greater than 

around 1 mm, propagating extrasystoles were produced in both 1D and 2D. The 

number of extrasystoles produced depended on the amplitude, period, and duration 

of the oscillatory EAD waveform. In 2D, re-entry was also initiated for specific 

combinations of EAD amplitude, period, and duration, with the afterdepolarisation 

region acting as a common pathway. The main finding from this modelling study is 

therefore that afterdepolarisations can act as potent sources of propagating 

extrasystoles, as well as a source of re-entrant activation.  
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Introduction 

Computational models of cardiac cells and tissue are becoming an important 

research tool for studying the mechanisms that initiate and sustain arrhythmias in the 

heart. Afterdepolarisations are depolarisation of the cardiac membrane potential 

occurring either during or soon after repolarisation. Depolarisation occurring during 

repolarisation is classified as an early afterdepolarisation (EAD), whilst depolarisation 

occurring after repolarisation is complete is classified as a delayed 

afterdepolarisation (DAD). Afterdepolarisations can provide both the trigger and the 

substrate for initiating cardiac arrhythmias [1] by generating closely coupled 

extrasystoles and by acting as regions of heterogeneous repolarisation. If an 

afterdepolarisation is of sufficient magnitude that it brings the membrane potential of 

neighbouring tissue to threshold, an extrasystole can result. Experimental studies 

have shown that EADs can initiate propagating extrasystoles, and that these in turn 

can initiate arrhythmias in both atria and ventricles  [2, 3]. 

 

The mechanisms of afterdepolarisations have been investigated in some detail at the 

cellular level, and these studies show that a switch in the balance of current flow 

across the cell membrane from outward to inward during or following repolarisation 

can produce an afterdepolarisation. Computational studies have shown that 

reactivation of the inward Ca2+ current associated with either a reduction in outward 

K+ currents during repolarisation, or reversal of the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger current 

following spontaneous Ca2+ release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum are both 

plausible explanations [4]. The role of reduced K+ current flow is consistent with the 

increased incidence of afterdepolarisations and arrhythmias associated with the long 
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QT syndromes [3]. The role of intracellular Ca2+ overload and spontaneous release is 

supported by experimental studies showing that synchronised release of [Ca2+] is 

associated with EAD activity and travelling waves of Ca2+ release are associated with 

of DAD activity [1, 5]. 

 

Computational studies have concentrated on either the cellular mechanisms 

underlying EADs [4], or on the role of EADs in destabilising and re-initiating re-entry 

[6]. However, although EADs are widely believed to initiate arrhythmias in cardiac 

ventricular tissue, the interaction of EAD regions with normal tissue to initiate 

propagating extrasystoles and re-entry remains incompletely understood. This is in 

part because EADs are difficult to record from tissue [3]. Experimental studies have 

shown that afterdepolarisations can be suppressed by the electrotonic effect of 

normal tissue [7], and coupling between regions of tissue generating EADs and 

surrounding tissue is recognised as important for the generation of a propagating 

extrasystole [8]. 

 

The aim of this work was therefore to study how the size of the region of tissue 

generating an EAD and the EAD waveform characteristics influence the initiation of 

arrhythmias. Experimental studies show a wide variety of EAD configurations ranging 

from a single hump in phase 2 or phase 3 of the action potential to several 

oscillations of membrane potential [3, 9, 10]. By using a computational model we 

were able to tightly control not only the location and size of EAD capable regions, but 

also the EAD waveform characteristics, neither of which can be easily achieved in an 

experimental model. 
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Methods 

Cell and Tissue Model 

Cardiac tissue can be modelled as an electrically excitable medium which supports 

travelling waves of electrical activation. This system can be described by a non-linear 

reaction diffusion equation [11] 

 

ionm
m
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C −∇⋅∇=

∂
∂

D         (1) 

 

The left hand side of Equation 1 gives current flow due to the capacitance of the cell 

membrane, whilst the right hand side gives current flow due to gradients in trans-

membrane potential (diffusive term = mV∇⋅∇ D ), and ion channels, pumps and 

transporters in the cell membrane (reaction term = Iion). For isotropic diffusion of 

voltage, the diffusion tensor D is a diffusion coefficient D with units of mm2ms-1, Vm is 

voltage across the cell membrane, Cm is membrane capacitance per unit membrane 

area, and Iion is membrane current flow per unit area.  

 

It has been well established that accumulation and spontaneous release of 

intracellular Ca2+ can produce abnormal electrical activity such as EADs or DADs [2], 

because intracellular [Ca2+] affects a number of different membrane currents: in 

particular the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current INaCa, the L-type Ca2+ channel current ICa,L 

and the Ca2+ activated non selective current InsCa. Second generation ionic models of 

cardiac cells include detailed descriptions of storage and release of intracellular Ca2+ 

[12], and this type of detailed and computationally intensive model has been used to 

investigate EAD and DAD mechanisms by inducing intracellular Ca2+ accumulation 
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and overload [13], or by partial block of ion channels involved in repolarisation [14]. 

There is a trend towards models of cardiac myocytes that also include local control of 

Ca2+ release [15], but even when simplified [16] these models are computationally 

intensive to solve. Models with a less detailed representation of Ca2+ handling can 

show EAD like behaviour when ion channel conductances are modified, however 

EADs are obtained for only very small ranges of channel conductance [17], and it is 

difficult to establish whether this is a physiologically plausible mechanism or a merely 

an instability in the computational model. 

 

The focus of the present study was to investigate how EADs can produce 

arrhythmias in cardiac tissue. Instead of using a biophysically detailed model to 

generate EAD behaviour, we chose to modify a simplified phenomenological model 

of the cardiac action potential. By taking this approach, we could control the shape 

and duration of the EAD waveform without making any assumptions about the 

underlying physiology. 

 

The 4 variable simplified ionic model (4VSIM) has been developed for cardiac tissue 

simulations [18, 19]. The model equations and parameter values used in this study 

are given in the Appendix. In this simplified model Iion is expressed as the sum of 

three current densities Jfi, Jsi and Jso. Jfi and Jsi are fast and slow inward currents 

corresponding broadly to the inward currents carried by Na+ and Ca2+ ions in real 

cardiac cells. Jso is a slow outward current broadly corresponding to outward currents 

carried mostly by K+ ions in real cardiac cells. These current densities do not actually 

represent measured currents, but only their activation, inactivation and reactivation 

dynamics. It is these dynamics which are needed to qualitatively reproduce the action 
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potential shape and restitution properties of the cardiac cell membrane. The 

membrane potential Vm is rescaled to be a dimensionless activation, u, that varies 

between 0 (-85 mV) and 1 (+15 mV). The currents Jx are governed by three gating 

variables v, w and s, each of which varies between 0 and 1. These variables have 

time and voltage dependent characteristics described by the ordinary differential 

equations given in the Appendix and illustrated in Figure 1a. Jfi depolarises the 

membrane to create the action potential upstroke. It is activated when u crosses a 

threshold uc, and is inactivated by v. Jsi is controlled by w and s, which in turn depend 

on u. Jso depends on u and acts to repolarise the membrane. 

 

All simulations for this study were carried out by solving Equation 1 using an explicit 

finite difference numeric integration. We set Cm to 1 µF cm-2, D to 0.0005 cm2 ms-1, 

and employed no-flux boundary conditions. In simulations of isotropic 1D and 2D 

tissue we used a space step of 0.02 cm and a time step of 0.01 ms, which gave a 

plane wave conduction velocity of 0.35 ms-1. All computations used double precision 

arithmetic. When the time step was increased to 0.04 ms and the space step 

increased to 0.25 mm plane wave conduction velocity fell to 0.33 ms-1, indicating 

stability of the numerical scheme for our chosen combination of time and space step. 

At the start of each simulation the variables u, v, w and s were set to their resting 

values of 0, 1, 1, and 0, and propagating action potentials were initiated by applying a 

current stimulus for 1 ms to two grid points at one end of the 1D fibre or to two 

columns of grid points at one edge of the 2D sheet. 

 

We used a parameter set (F.H. Fenton and E.M. Cherry, personal communication, 

and provided in the Appendix) for the 4VSIM equations that reproduced the action 
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potential shape and APD restitution of canine epicardial cells (Figure 1a). This model 

was adapted to reproduce EAD like behaviour by switching on a sinusoidal oscillation 

in membrane potential u (and u only) for a fixed duration during repolarisation as 

described below. The other variables v, w, and s in the 4VSIM model were not 

changed, and were only affected indirectly. 

 

EAD simulation 

In our tissue model, normal regions were governed purely by 4VSIM kinetics, whilst 

EAD capable regions had three additional states, described as follows: 

 

State One EAD capable regions behaved as normal 4VSIM tissue until all the 

following conditions were met, corresponding with repolarisation to about -15 mV: 

 

0,0,6.05.0 <<<<
dt

du

dt

ds
s        (2) 

 

upon which they became State Two. 

 

State Two In this state, EAD capable regions adopted purely oscillatory u behaviour 

using the equation 3 to evaluate u:  
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where A is the EAD amplitude, P the EAD period, and T the time at which oscillations 

start. After the EAD had lasted for a specified EAD duration, State Two regions 

became State Three. 

 

State Three Following an EAD, these regions returned to normal 4VSIM behaviour 

for the rest of the simulation. 

 

This model produced EAD behaviour as shown in Figure 1b, which shows the 

transition to EAD behaviour during repolarisation. The EAD period (60 ms in this 

example) and EAD duration (390 ms in this example) are labelled in Figure 1b, and 

the EAD amplitude is the amplitude of the sinusoidal oscillations (0.2 in this 

example). 

 

Results 

1D fibre – central EAD capable region 

Previous computational studies have indicated that the number of cells producing 

abnormal electrical activity is critical in determining whether a propagating 

extrasystole will be generated [20]. This idea is similar to the concept of liminal length 

in neuronal propagation. In this part of the study we therefore examined the role of 

EAD region size, EAD amplitude, EAD period, and EAD duration on the number of 

antegrade and retrograde extrasystoles produced in a 1D fibre. These simulations 

used a 4 cm long 1D fibre, where the central region was EAD capable. The size of 

the EAD capable region was set to 5, 15, and 25 mm, the EAD amplitude was set to 

0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 (corresponding to 20, 40, and 60 mV), EAD period was set to 20, 
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40, 60, 80, and 100 ms, and EAD duration set to 400 ms. In a subsequent set of 

simulations the effect of EAD duration was set to 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 

ms, with EAD amplitude and EAD region size fixed to 0.4 and 15 mm respectively. 

 

The overall results are presented in Table 1 and Table 2, where the responses are 

labelled as 0 for simulations that produced no extrasystoles, A for an antegrade 

extrasystole, and R for a retrograde extrasystole. We have used space-time plots 

(explained in Figure 2) to illustrate the main findings from this part of the study in 

Figures 3 and 4. 

 

Figure 3 shows the effect of changing the size of the EAD capable region and the 

EAD amplitude in a 1-D fibre. The top row of space-time plots shows simulations with 

an EAD region size of 5 mm, and an EAD amplitude of 0.2 (left), 0.4 (middle), and 

0.6 (right). The middle and lower rows show simulations with EAD region size of 15 

mm (middle) and 25 mm (bottom). The broadly similar space-time plots in each row 

show that the size of the EAD region had only a modest effect on the number of 

propagating extrasystoles. Although the EAD waveform was attenuated by 

electrotonic effects at the edges of the EAD region, this effect was not sufficient to 

suppress the EAD completely even for the smallest 5 mm region. Additional 

simulations with an EAD period of 60 ms established that the minimum size of the 

EAD region that produced a propagating extrasystole was 1.4 mm (7 grid points) for 

an EAD amplitude of 0.4, and 0.8 mm (4 grid points) for an EAD amplitude of 0.6. 

 

Changing EAD amplitude resulted in changes to the pattern of extrasystoles, and this 

effect is illustrated by comparing the columns of Figure 3. At the lowest amplitude 
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(left hand column), the EAD oscillation was not large enough to elicit a propagating 

action potential in the surrounding normal tissue. For larger EAD region sizes, the 

amplitude 0.4 EAD elicited a single antegrade and a single retrograde extrasystole. 

The amplitude 0.6 EAD elicited these extrasystoles earlier, and so the surrounding 

normal tissue had recovered enough for a second pair of extrasystoles to be elicited. 

In general, larger EAD amplitudes produced more extrasystoles, and this can be 

seen clearly in Table 1. 

 

Figure 4 shows the effect of EAD duration and EAD period for a 1-D fibre with EAD 

region size of 15 mm and EAD amplitude of 0.4. Each row shows space-time plots 

for EAD durations of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 ms, from left to right. EAD 

period was 40 ms (top row), 60 ms (middle row), and 80 ms (bottom row).  

Comparison of the columns in Figure 4 and Table 2 shows that EAD duration had a 

strong influence on the number of propagating extrasystoles, but comparison of rows 

shows that EAD period had a modest influence on propagating extrasystoles. A short 

EAD did not last long enough for the surrounding tissue to recover, and so produced 

no propagating extrasystole. As EAD duration increased, the surrounding tissue 

recovered, and was able to support one or more propagating extrasystoles. 

Changing EAD period influenced the timing of peaks in the EAD waveform, and so 

the determined whether extrasystoles were elicited at the end of the EAD. 

 

2D sheet – central EAD capable region 

2D simulations were carried out with a geometry which extended our previous 1D 

simulations, so that the size of the EAD region became the diameter of a circular 

EAD capable zone located in the centre of a 6 x 6 cm tissue sheet. For these 
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simulations we set EAD amplitude to a single value of 0.4. We set the radius of the 

EAD capable region to 10, 20, and 25 mm, EAD period to 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 

ms, and EAD duration to 200, 400, and 600 ms. 

 

Figure 5 shows examples of the different types of behaviour produced in the 2D 

simulations; with an EAD radius of 20 mm, EAD duration of 400 ms, and EAD period 

varying from 40 ms (Figure 5a) to 100 ms (Figure 5d). Movie files for these 

simulations are provided as supplementary data. Figure 5(a) shows that with an EAD 

period of 40 ms, the EAD region acted as a focal source for two propagating 

extrasystoles. In the first snapshot (370 ms), the arrows indicate the direction of 

propagation of the preceding beat, and the dotted line indicates the boundary of the 

EAD capable region. The two stars indicate where the EAD capable region initiated 

activation in the surrounding normal tissue, which can be seen propagating in 

retrograde and antegrade directions in the next snapshot (400 ms). At 425 ms (not 

shown), a further activation was initiated at the right hand edge of the EAD capable 

region, and this then collided with the first activation to result in a single extrasystole. 

Another pair of activations were initiated simultaneously at 615 ms, resulting in the 

pattern shown at 650 ms. The 2D behaviour was therefore different from the 

corresponding 1D behaviour shown in Figure 4, where two retrograde and one 

antegrade extrasystoles were produced, because the activations propagated around 

the edge of the EAD capable region and collided to produce a single extrasystole. 

 

Changing EAD period modulated the timing of activations, and influenced whether 

one or two activations were produced. Figure 5(b) shows that for an EAD period of 

60 ms, only one activation was produced at 650 ms, and since it did not collide with a 
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retrograde activation it was able to re-enter the EAD capable zone resulting in 

sustained re-entry. Figure 5(c) shows that similar behaviour was also observed when 

the EAD period was 80 ms, but in this case the re-entrant wave was subsequently 

blocked before it could exit the EAD capable region. In Figure 5(d), increasing the 

EAD period to 100 ms resulted in a single extrasystole, which was blocked from re-

entering the EAD capable region. 

 

The key difference between the 1D and 2D simulations was therefore that 

breakthrough of activation from the EAD region into surrounding tissue could occur 

around the circumference of the circular EAD capable region. These breakthrough 

activations could collide, or re-enter the EAD capable region. Thus by moving our 

model system into 2-D, we gained a greater degree of freedom by which our EAD 

capable cells can produce arrhythmias.  

 

The exact pattern of behaviour depended on the timing and location of breakthrough 

from the EAD capable region, which in turn depended on the period and duration of 

the EAD. Table 3 shows the outcome of the all 2D simulations, and shows that a 

longer EAD duration of 400 or 600 ms and an EAD period of less than 100 ms 

favoured re-entry. As in 1D, the size of the EAD region had only a small effect on 

behaviour. 

 

Discussion 

In this study we have used a simplified model of EAD activity in 1D and 2D cardiac 

tissue to speculate about how EADs can act as a source and trigger for ventricular 
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arrhythmias in the heart.  In both 1D and 2D simulations we found that the size of the 

EAD capable region did not greatly affect the patterns of activity produced, providing 

that the EAD capable region was larger than around 1 mm. The EAD amplitude, EAD 

period, and EAD duration all had an effect on the number of extrasystoles produced 

by the simulated EAD behaviour. Increased EAD amplitude and increased EAD 

duration resulted in more propagating extrasystoles, whereas EAD period modulated 

the number of antegrade and retrograde extrasystoles in 1D, and the incidence of re-

entry in 2D. 

 

EADs as a trigger for arrhythmias 

Based on these findings, we propose that a region of EAD capable tissue can act to 

initiate re-entrant ventricular arrhythmias in three ways. First, we have shown in the 

present study that if subsequent EAD activity is suppressed by short cycle lengths 

(as in our model), re-entry may occur with a common pathway through the EAD 

capable region, providing the EAD capable region is large enough. Second, we have 

shown that an EAD capable region can act as a focal source of closely coupled 

extrasystoles. There is good theoretical and experimental evidence to show that a 

critically timed extrasystole can initiate re-entry [22], but in the present study we did 

not address how the extrasystoles produced by EAD activity could initiate re-entry by 

this mechanism. Third, the APD restitution curve determines the dynamical behaviour 

of tissue, and a sequence of closely coupled extrasystoles could produce re-entry 

through instability resulting from steepness of the APD restitution curve [23]. Again 

we did not address this question explicitly in the present study, but evidence from 

computational and experimental studies shows that re-entry may be produced in this 

way [24]. 
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Influence of EAD region size and waveform character istics 

In this study we assumed that some regions of tissue were EAD capable whereas 

some were not, and this assumption was based on experimental data showing focal 

initiation of extrasystoles [2], as well as evidence for heterogeneity of Ca2+ handling 

in the ventricles [25]. 

 

Although we found that the size of the EAD capable region did not have a great 

influence on the pattern of activation produced as long as it was greater than a 

critical value, we only considered circular shaped regions in our 2D simulations, with 

a sharp division between EAD capable and normal regions. In real cardiac tissue it is 

possible that there are gradients in the parameters favouring EAD activity, resulting 

in diffuse EAD capable regions.  

 

We found that propagating extrasystoles were only produced in 1D if the size of the 

EAD capable region was greater than around 1 mm. This value is close to estimates 

of the longitudinal space constant (λm ≈ 1 mm), but lower than estimates of liminal 

length (0.1 λm – 0.2 λm) obtained from Purkinje fibres [21]. However, the minimum 

size of an EAD capable region will depend on cell to cell coupling, and would be 

smaller with a lower diffusion coefficient.    

 

We chose to simulate the EAD waveform using a sinusoid, since this is a reasonable 

approximation to the EAD waveforms documented in the literature [3, 9, 10]. EAD 
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amplitude and duration influenced the number of extrasystoles produced, whereas 

the influence of EAD period was more subtle because the timing of an extrasystole 

depended on the upstroke of the EAD, and the recovery or adjacent normal tissue. 

The interaction of these two properties determined whether activation was initiated in 

recovered normal tissue, and this effect can be clearly seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

In both models and real cardiac tissue, electrotonic effects act to smooth the 

upstroke of an action potential, and so we might have expected the EAD waveforms 

with a longer period (and hence a smaller dV/dt) to be less able to initiate a 

propagating extrasystole. This was not the case for the range of EAD period included 

in the study, although additional simulations established that for an EAD duration of 

400 ms and EAD amplitude of 0.4, no propagating extrasystoles were produced for 

EAD period greater than 280 ms. 

 

Further work 

This study raises three specific questions that could be addressed by future studies.  

 

First, we focussed on how EADs can produce propagating extrasystoles in a 

simplified 1D and 2D model of cardiac tissue. Real cardiac tissue is anisotropic, and 

has a complex 3D shape. The present study has shown that the interaction of EAD 

capable regions with normal tissue can produce a rich variety of behaviours in 2D. In 

3D tissue it is likely that these behaviours will be further modulated by anisotropy. As 

noted above, we did not investigate how extrasystoles produced by EADs could 

subsequently trigger re-entry, and it would be valuable to explore this triggering effect 

in 3D. 
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Second, we used a simplified model of the cardiac action potential, which enabled us 

to concentrate on the tissue effects of EADs. The underlying cellular mechanisms 

that produce EADs are clearly important, and further work with biophysically detailed 

cell models [4, 29] would enable the parameters that are important for determining 

EAD waveform shape to be identified. Detailed cell models combined with 

anatomically detailed models of 3D ventricular anatomy [30, 31] also have the 

potential to identify new therapeutic targets to suppress EAD activity. The use of 

anatomically detailed models of tissue would also enable tissue mechanics to be 

included [32]. Electrical recovery is associated with tension generation in cardiac 

tissue as well as EAD activity. The effect of stretch on ion channel conductivity 

results in coupling of mechanical to electrical activity [33], and so it is possible that 

local tension influences both EAD activity and the ability of an EAD to initiate a 

propagating extrasystole. 

 

Third, although most experimental evidence supports the idea that ventricular 

fibrillation is sustained by re-entry [26], focal mechanisms may play a role [27, 28]. It 

is possible that EAD activity may underlie sustained arrhythmias; this question was 

not addressed in the present study because EAD behaviour was ‘switched off’ 

following the first EAD. However, the findings of recent computational studies 

indicate that EADs are capable of destabilising re-entrant arrhythmias [29], and this 

idea has important implications for our understanding of ventricular fibrillation 

mechanisms. 
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Conclusion 

The main finding from this modelling study is that EAD capable regions of cardiac 

tissue can act as potent sources of propagating extrasystoles, as well as a source of 

re-entrant activation.  The amplitude and duration of the EAD waveform determined 

the number of extrasystoles produced, and the period of oscillations in the EAD 

waveform influenced their timing. In 2D, the EAD period determined the likelihood of 

re-entry through the EAD capable region. 
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Table 1 Propagating extrasystoles produced in 1-D simulations for each parameter 
set with EAD duration fixed to 400 ms. A denotes an antegrade extrasystole, and R 
denotes a retrograde extrasystole. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Table 2 Influence of EAD duration on propagating extrasystoles produced in 1-D 
simulations for each parameter set. A denotes an antegrade extrasystole, and R 
denotes a retrograde extrasystole. In these simulations EAD amplitude was fixed at 
0.4, and EAD region size was fixed at 15 mm. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Period (ms) Amplitude Size (mm) 
  5 15 25 

20 0.2 0 0 0 
40  0 0 0 
60  0 0 0 
80  0 0 0 

100  0 A A 
     

20 0.4 AR AR AR 
40  AAR ARR AR 
60  AAR AR AR 
80  A AAR AAR 

100  AR AR AR 
     

20 0.6 0 0 0 
40  AAR AARR AARR 
60  AAR AARR AARR 
80  AARR AARR AARR 

100  AR AR AR 

Period (ms) Duration (ms) 
 100 200 300 400 500 600 

40 0 AR AR ARR AARR AARR 
60 0 AR AR AR AARR AARR 
80 0 AR AR AAR AARR AARR 
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Table 3. Number of extrasystoles produced in 2-D simulations for each parameter 
set. B denotes an incomplete cycle of re-entry that was blocked in the EAD capable 
region, and R denotes re-entry through the EAD capable region that was sustained 
for 2 or more cycles. In these simulations EAD amplitude was fixed at 0.4. 
 

Radius of EAD capable region (mm) Period 
(ms) 

Duration 
(ms) 10 20 25 

40 200 1 1 1 
60  1 1 1 
80  1 1 1 B 

100  1 1 1 
     

40 400 2 2 2 
60  2 2 R 1 R 

80  2 B 2 B 1 B 

100  1 1 1 
     

40 600 3 B 2 3 R 

60  3 B 3 R 3 R 

80  2 2 2 
100  2 2 2 
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1. Action potentials in the 4VSIM model for normal regions (a), and EAD 
capable regions (b). Inset in (a) shows action potential duration restitution curve. 
 
Figure 2. Explanation of space-time plots used in Figures 3 and 4 to show behaviour 
of 1-D fibres. The 40 mm long fibre was stimulated at the beginning of the simulation, 
and the action potential propagates along the fibre. Panels (a), (b) and (c) show the 
transmembrane potential 30 mm, 20 mm and 10 mm from the location of the stimulus 
respectively. The central region shown in (b) is EAD capable, and produces an 
antegrade action potential shown in (a), and two retrograde action potentials shown 
in (c). The overall behaviour of the fibre is summarised in the space-time plot shown 
in panel (d), where the transmembrane voltage is encoded as greyscale, and the 
transmembrane potential time series shown in (a), (b), and (c) are shown as 
horizontal lines. 
 
Figure 3. Effect of changing the size of the EAD capable region and the EAD 
amplitude in 1-D simulations. The top row shows simulations with size of 5 mm, 
duration 400 ms, period 60 ms, and amplitude of 0.2 (left), 0.4 (middle), and 0.6 
(right). The middle and bottom rows show simulations with the same set of 
parameters except that in the middle row size is 15 mm, and in the bottom row size is 
25 mm. 
 
Figure 4. This figure shows the effect of changing EAD duration and EAD period for 
a 1-D fibre with EAD region size of 15 mm, and EAD amplitude of 0.4. Each row 
shows space-time plots for duration of 100 ms (left), 200 ms, 300 ms, 400 ms, 500 
ms, and 600 ms (right). EAD period is 40 ms (top row), 60 ms (middle row), and 80 
ms (bottom row). Duration has a strong influence on the number of propagating 
extrasystoles, which is only modulated slightly by period 
 
Figure 5. Snapshots of EAD behaviour in 2-D simulation with EAD radius 20 mm and 
EAD duration 400 ms, period (a) 40, (b) 60, (c) 80, and (d) 100 ms. Each snapshot 
shows transmembrane potential in 6 x 6 cm tissue sheet, encoded using the same 
scheme as Figures 2-4. See text for other details. Movies of these simulations are 
provided as supplementary data. 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4  
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Figure 5 
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